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Welcome to JD3RADIO.COM!

LIMITED AND UNLIMITED PLANS

Im ready to get to work! 
A few things before we start to specify how your service works. :)
 
SENDING SCRIPTS
Send Scripts via email @ jd3radio@gmail.com or here at www.JD3RADIO.com/scripts as soon 
as your ready. Scripts must be provided. I can create scripts for you by I do charge a $25 fee to 
create script. In other words....take the time to write your script and save your money =) Nothing 
sent...nothing voiced.

YOU HAVE YOUR OWN VOICE GUY! You can brand every event with drops as you need 
them. Weddings, Sweet 16's, Quinces, Anniversary Parties, Corporate Events, Holiday Parties, 
Recorded Mixes, Live Mixshows, Clubs etc.
 
All Branding or Production is limited to ONE DJ Name and or ONE Production. With DJ Drops, 
DJ Names other than your own are not allowed in the event that you are trying to get voice read 
for your whole DJ Crew or friends. However multiple DJ Names may be mentioned along side 
yours in a drop be it a mixshow drop or event promo where you will all be mixing live at an 
event. Any DJ looking for individual drops will either need a membership or can purchase on an 
as needed basis. 
 
Full Production: If there is anything that you have me voice that you would like full production 
on (music, added sound effects, added vocal effects like stutters etc.), let me when you send your 
script as full production is a separate Paypal invoice. You do have the option of JD3RADIO 
Production or DeffMixx Platinum Production. Please specify as production is priced differently 
and Platinum Production is considered upgraded production. Production for members with 
JD3RADIO as the producer will be offered at a DISCOUNT and amount of discount depends on 
Membership. This will totally take anything I voice to the NEXT LEVEL! Also note that 
DeffMixx’s Production is the BOMB!!
 
Voiced Intros/Drops/Promos are only offered in English by JD3RADIO.
Outsourced voicing for different language or gender are charged separately and are on a quote by 
quote basis. Price is depending on talent and availability.  

Studio Times...Im in from 8am-5pm M-F, so if you want your copy read first thing for the 



following day...make sure to get in copy the night before. The sooner the better. I’m aiming for 
same day turn-around however depending on production load, voicing may take up to 48hrs to 
72hrs maximum. Please ask for turn-around time on your voiced project and we will be happy to 
give you the status of turn-around time.
 
Feel free to text or call with any questions you may ever have (text first so I know who it is the 
first initial contact)
 
210-896-9736 -JD3RADIO
 
In the event that I will be out of studio (say holiday or vacation or sick...which won't be often at 
all)...you will be notified via email so that you may either get copy in before Im out of studio to 
make sure you have everything need, or so you know when I’ll be back in studio to knock out 
whatever you need. 
 
TERMINATION OF SERVICE Although we do not foresee this happening, if at anytime 
JD3RADIO is unable to provide services anymore at any given time you will be notified and 
JD3RADIO reserves the right to discontinue services indefinitely for all members in the event of 
profession change, or major life event (including sickness or death). Yikes!
 
BOMBARD AND BAIL! Please Note: In the event that someone becomes a member...sends me 
tons of copy and just cancels immediately..then tries to sign up again and do it a second time...I 
reserve the right to block and suspend membership. If service is genuinely wanted after this 
offense you may only become a member by paying your membership due in lump-sum  for one 
year in advance to resume services.

YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS MONTH TO MONTH with no contracts or termination fees and you 
may cancel at anytime. With that being said, there are NO REFUNDS.

SERVICE IS ON A USE IT OR LOSE IT BASIS which means that drop counts from any month 
do not roll over if they are not used SO SEND IN YOUR SCRIPTS!!

If these terms and conditions are ever updated, you will be sent a new copy as to what is changing 
if anything ever does. I like being crystal clear with all of my clients as it keeps things 
transparent!

I look forward to REPPING your DJ BRAND and taking your IMAGE TO THE NEXT 
LEVEL!!! Let's get to work!!

-JD3RADIO


